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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, we present a review of the special solutions of discrete (difference) and 
q-discrete Painlev~ equations in terms of discrete special functions. These solutions exist whenever the 
parameters of the Painlev~ equation satisfy a particular constraint. The discrete special functions 
belong to the hypergeometric family, although in some cases they seem to go beyond the known 
discrete and q-discrete hypergeometric functions. The equations tudied in this paper are chosen 
on the basis of our recent classification of discrete Painlev~ equations with the help of affine Weyl 
groups. @ 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The six integrable nonlinear second-order ordinary differential equations known as the Painlev6 
equations introduce new transcendents which cannot be expressed in terms of known functions. 
Painlev6 has shown [1] that the equations that became known under his name are irreducible; 
that is, they define genuinely new functions. The solution of the Painlev6 equations, as was 
shown [2] three quarters of a century after their discovery, can be obtained using inverse scattering 
techniques (IST). However, this approach does not allow one to easily shape a crude idea on 
the behaviour of the solution. On the other hand, a brute-force numerical treatment of these 
equations is out of the question because of the existence of poles in the solutions even on the 
real line of the independent variable. Fortunately, another feature of the Painlev5 equations 
furnishes a convenient handle for the qualitative study of their solutions. For particular values of 
the parameter, which are present in equations from II-VI,  the Painlev~ equations possess pecial 
solutions which can be expressed in terms of special functions. These solutions can be obtained 
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through a linearisation procedure which is based on the requirement that the solution of the 
Painlev6 equations atisfy a Riccati equation. This approach as been documented in detail in 
the monograph by Gromak and Lukashevich [3] and a summary of the results, embedded in the 
degeneration through coalescence cascade of the Painlev5 equations, was presented in [4]. The 
discrete Painlev5 equations were discovered a decade ago [5]. The term discrete Painlev5 equation 
is used in order to designate an integrabte nommtonomous mapping, the continuous limit of which 
is a continuous Painlev6 equation. They have been the object of intense investigations, and by 
now it is well established [6] that the discrete Painlev6 equations have most of the characteristic 
properties of their continuous counterparts. Thus, the discrete Painlev6 equations do possess 
solutions which can be obtained through linearisation. The linear second-order quations obtained 
are the discrete analogues of the hypergeometric equation and its degenerate fbrms which define 
tile special functions in the discrete case. In this paper, we are going to study these solutions in 
detail. 
One important question that must be addressed at this point is the choice of the discrete 
Painlev5 equations to study. As we have shown in [7], the discrete Painlev6 equations organise 
themselves in a cascade corresponding to the degeneration pattern obtained through coalescence. 
The best way to understand this is to use the geometric description we have introduced in [8] 
and which is based on affine Weyl groups. As a matter of fact, the degeneration ('ascade can 
be represented in a correct way directly on the anne Weyl groups starting from the exceptional 
group Es. 
E~ 
q , D q q ~ (A2+A1)  q , (A l+As)  q E~{ , E~ --+ E 6 , A 4 
i I 2 i i I l I I 
E~ , Ear ----+ E~ , D~ , a~ ~ I (2A1)  c ' I A] 
\ I \ I 
t~ , a'i 
, 
For the reader who is not familiar with our previous works, we must explain here that these groups 
appear because the geometry of the motion of the multidimensional r-function corresponding to
a given Painlev6 equation turns out to be that of the weight-space of an affine Weyl group. In 
the diagram above, we assign to a Weyl group an upper index e if it supports a discrete quation 
involving elliptic functions, an upper index q if the equation is of q-type, an upper index 6 if it 
is a difference quation not explicitly related to a continuous equation, and an upper index c if 
it is a difference quation which is explicitly the contiguity relation of one of the (continuous) 
transcendentM Painlev6 equations, namely Pw for D4, Pv for Aa, PIv for A2, (full) PlII for 2A1 
(which means the direct product of twice A1 in a self-dual way), PlI for the AI on the last line, 
and finally the one-parameter PllI for the A1 on the line M)ove last. Neither PI nor the zero- 
parameter Pm appear here, since having no parameter dmy have no contiguity relations, and 
hence, no discrete difference quation related to theln. 
In [9], we have presented the discrete Paintev6 equations corresponding to each of the entries of 
this table, with the exception of E~, which has not yet been explicitly obtained. In what follows, 
we will present he special solutions of the equations related to E7 and their degenerations, since 
the study of the equations corresponding to Es has been barely touched upon. On the other 
hand, the equations corresponding to the groups At do not possess any special solution. 
2. D ISCRETE SPECIAL  FUNCTIONS AS 
SOLUTIONS OF D ISCRETE PAINLEVI~ EQUATIONS 
Before proceeding to present ile solutions of the equations corresponding ~o the degeneration 
pattern we gave above, let us present ile general method for their derivation. The equations we 
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are going to consider are all in the QRT [10] asynnnetric form 
xn+lxnf3(yn)  -- Xn+l f4 (Yn)  - xn f2 (Yn)  + . f l (Y~)  = O, 
v,~w-~g~(x. )  - y~-~4( :~. )  y,~g,~(~,~) + g~(x,~) = o, 
(2.1a) 
(2.1b) 
where j!i,gi are specific quartic polynomials of y and x, respectively, with coefficients which 
may depend on the independent variable n. As we have explained in the introduction., the 
special-function type solutions of the Painlev6 equations are obtained whenever the latter can be 
solved through a Riccati equation. Transposing this to the discrete case, we seek a solution of 
system (2.1) in the form [11] 
:l:n+ l , (2.2a) 
7Y~ + 5 
cq~ + ( 
Y'~ qx,. + O' (2.2b) 
i.e., in the form of a homographic mapping, since the latter is the discrete analogue of the Riccati 
equation. The coefficients a, f l , . . . ,0  appearing in (2.2) depend in general on the dependent 
variable n. The existence of a solution in the form of (2.2) is possible only when some special 
relation exists between the parameters of the discrete Painlev6 equation. We shall refer to this 
relation as "linearisability constraint". Eliminating y,~ between (2.2a),(2.2b), one can obtain a 
Riccati relation between x,~+l and x~ of the form 
ana.:,~ + br~ 
x ,~+i  - . (2 .3 )  
Cr~Xn ÷ dn 
The linearisation we referred to above is one obtained through a Cole-Hopf transformation x = 
u/v .  Substituting into equation (2.3), we obtain a linear equation for v, 
c,~c,~+2vn+u (d~+lC~ + a,~c~+,) v,~+l + (a,~d,, - b,~c~) v,. = 0. (2 .4 )  
Through the use of an appropriate gauge in v, this equation can be arranged so as to redistribute 
the degrees of the independent variable among the three coefficients. 
In all cases presented below (except for the E q case, which is the source of the degeneration 
cascade), the linearisability constraint as well as the discrete Riccati, providing the solution for 
the equation at hand, will be obtained through the coalescence limit of the corresponding higher 
equation. In every case, it was subsequently verified that the homographic system does indeed 
satisfy the discrete Paiulev5 equation under consideration provided the linearisability constraint 
holds true. 
Before proceeding to the presentation of the results, let us state clearly the notational conven- 
tions used throughout this paper. The independent variable enters either in a multiplicative way 
through q,~ = q0A ~ and p,~ = %/p,  where p = ,/~, or in an additive way through z~, - z0 ÷ 'n6 
and ~,~ = z,~ - 6/2. In order to implement he degeneration procedure, we will use upper--case 
letters for the variables and parameters of the 'higher' equation and lower-case for those of the 
'lower' one. The small parameter used for the coalescence limit will be introduced by e. 
The E q, Asymmetr ic  q-Pvl  
The equation [12], which, in the symmetric ase is a discrete form of PvI  [13], writes 
(:,j~,~+l qnp.+l ) (x .~y~ - q,~p~) (y,~ - aq~j (y .~ - bqn)(y,~ - ~q~J(?j,~ - dqn)  
(ynXn+l  -- 1) (Xny  n - -  1) (Yn  - -  P ) (Yn  - -  F ) (Yn  - -  S ) (Yn  - -  t )  ' 
(xnYn -- qnPn) (XnYn-1  -- qn - lPn)  (Xn -- pn/a) (x ,~ -- pn /b ) (xn  - prz/C)(Xn -- pn /d )  
(x,~y~ -- 1)(xnyn-1 - 1) (xn 1 /p ) (xn  - 1 / r ) (xn  1 /s ) (Xn  -- 1 / t )  ' 
(2.5a) 
(2.55) 
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where a, b, c, d, p, r, s, and t are eight constants atisfying the constraints abcd= prs t  = 1. In 
order to obta in  the l inearisable solution, we separate (2.5) in the following way: 
ynXn+l  - -  qn f ln+l  (Yn -- aqn) (yn  -- bq~) 
= (2 .6a)  
y~x.+,  - 1 (y~ - p ) (y ,~ - , ') ' 
x,~yn - qnPn (Yn - cqn) (yn  -- dqn) 
- (2.6b) 
x,ny,~ - qnP~ (xn  - pn lc ) (x ,~ - p,~ld)  
- (2.6c)  
xnyn - 1 (x,~ - l l s ) (xn  - l i t )  ' 
xnyr~-x  - -  qn- lPn  (xn  - p ,~ la ) (Xn  - Pn lb )  
= (2.6d) 
xnYn-1 - 1 (Xn - 1/p)(x,~ - 1/ r )  " 
The compat ib i l i ty  condit ion for system (2.6) is 
ab = pr#,  (2.7) 
or, equivalently, s t  = cdp.  Whenever this l inearisabi l i ty constraint  is satisfied, system (2.6) is 
equivalent o the homographic system 
y~(1 - qnPn+l )  + qn(Pn+l ( r  + P) - a - b) (2.8a) 
Xn+l  = yn( r+p-qn(a+b) )+pr (qnPn+l -1 )  ' 
x~st (q~p,~ - 1) + q~(c + d - p~(s  + t))  (2.8b) 
Yn = xn(qn(C  + d) - s - t) + 1 - qnPn 
The l inearisat ion of this system is straightforward. Put t ing  x = u/v ,  we obta in  a l inear equat ion 
for v of the form (2.4), which is prohibit ively lengthy and therefore will not he displayed here. 
After the appropr iate  gauge of v, the degree in qn of all three coefficients is 7. This equat ion is 
a general isat ion of the q-hypergeometric equation. 
The E57, Asymmetr ic  5 -Pv  
This mapping [12] can be obtained through coalescence from (2.4). Put t ing  A = 1 + eS, 
q0 = 1 + ez0 (so q,~ = 1 + czn at lowest order in ~), X = 1 + ex, Y = 1 + ey, A = 1+ ca, etc., we 
obtain at the l imit e ~ 0 the system 
(y~ + ~+1 - z~ - ~+~)(x~ + Yn -- z~ -- ~) 
(Y~ + ~n+X)(~"  + ~)  (2 .9a)  
(y~ -- ~,~ -- a ) (y , ,  -- z~ -- b)(y,~ -- ~ -- c ) (v~ -- z~ -- a)  
(y,~ - p ) (y ,~ - , . ) (y~ - s ) (y ,~ - t )  
(xn  + y,~)(x,~ + Yn-1)  (2.95) 
(.~,~ - ~,~ + ~) (xn  - ~,~ + b) (xn  - ;n  + c ) (xn  - ¢~ + d)  
(xn  + p) (x~ + ~) (x~ + ~) (~ + t )  
where a, b, c, d, p, r ,  s, and t are eight constants satisfying the constraints a + b + c + d = 
p + r + s + t = 0. The l inearisabi l i ty constraint reads 
5 
~+b = p+, -  + ~,  (2 .10)  
or, equivalently, s + t = c + d + 5 /2 .  The homographic system now becomes 
2 
Yn((n+l - (a + b)<,~+l + ab-  p r )+ pr (z~ + <n+i) (2.11a) 
x,~+l -- yn(z~+~,~+l )_z2_z ,~(a+b)_ab+p r , 
x ,~(z~ + (c + d)zn  + cd - s t )  + st(z,~ + ~n) (2.115) 
Y~= ~(z ,~+¢~, ) -~+~(c+d) -cd+st  
leading, through x = u/v ,  to a l inear equation for v of the form (2.4), which, again, is too lengthy 
to be displayed here. Wi th  the appropr iate  gauge of v, the degree in z,~ of all three coefficients 
is 6. This l inear equat ion is a general isation of the discrete hypergeometr ic  equation. 
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The E q, Asymmetr i c  q -Pv  
A different coalescence limit can be obtained starting from the asymmetric q-Pvb We take 
Q~, = q~/e,  A = ae, B = b/e,  C = e/a ,  and D = 1/(eb), and we find at the limit e --~ 0 the 
system [14] 
(YnXn+l  - -1 ) (Xnyn- -  1) =q~(Yn  - -P ) (Yn - - r ) (yn  - -8 ) (yn  - - t )  
(Yn -- aqn) (Yn  -- qn /a )  ' (2.12a) 
(Xnyn  - 1 ) (Xnyn- ,  - 1) = p~(Xn - 1 /p ) (xn  - 1 / r ) (xn  - 1 /s ) (Xn  - 1 / t )  
(x~ - bpn) (Xn  - p , , /b )  , (2.12b) 
where a, b, p, r, s, and t are six constants atisfying the constraint prs t  = 1. The linearisability 
constraint in this case is the same as (2.7), namely, 
ab = pr#,  (2.13) 
and the homographic system becomes 
l+aq~(y~ -p -  r ) /p r  
xn+l = , (2.14a) 
Yn - aqn 
l+bpn(XnSt  - s - t) 
Yn = xn  - bp~ (2.14b) 
The linear equation, obta ined through x = u/v ,  is, also in this case, a generalisation of the 
q-hypergeometric equation, 
Vn+2~-( (a2b2~- l )qnPn+l -a (p+r)pn+l -b (~4-~)qn+pr ( t t4 -1 ) )  vn+l  (2.15) 
+ b2(aq~ - r ) (aq~ -P ) (qn  - sa)(qn - ta)Vn = O. 
With the appropriate gauge of v, the coefficients of Vn+2, Vn+l,  Vn in (2.15) can be all of degree 2 
in qn. 
The  E6 ~, Asymmetr i c  5 -Pw 
This equation [14] can be obtained as a coalescence limit in two different ways: as a degeneration 
of the asymmetric q-Pv and also of the asymmetric 5-Pv, 
(y~ + x~+~)(x~ + y~) = 
(~  +y~)(xn+yn-~)= 
(y~ -p ) (yn  - ~) (yn  - s ) (y~ - t) 
(y~ - z~ - a)(y~ - z~+a)  ' 
(x~+p)(x~+~)(xn + s)(xn+t)  
(xn - ¢~ - b ) (x~ -¢ ,~+b)  
(2.16a) 
(2 l~b) 
Here a, b, p, r, s, and t are six constants atisfying the constraint p + r + s + t - 0. Both 
coalescence limits lead to the same linearisability constraint, 
5 
a+b =p+r+ 2 '  (2.17) 
and homographic system 
Xn+l  z 
Yn  = 
Yn(¢n+l  -- b) + pr  
, (2 .18a)  
Yn -- Zn -- a 
x~(zn  - a) + st  
x - ~n - b (2.18b) 
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.Just as in the case of the asymmetric 5-Pv, the linear equation (obtained through z = u/v )  
2 v~+2 + (2(,~+] + 2ab + pr + ts + bS) t/r~+l 
+ (~,, + a - v)(~,~ + a - , ) (~ , , .  a -  ,~')(~,~ - a - t)~,,~ = o 
(2 .19)  
is a generalisation of the discrete hypergeometric equation. Again, the coefficients can 1)e made 
all of degree 2 in zn with the appropriate gauge in v. 
Although equation (2.19), just like (2.15) and the linear equations related to asymmetric 5-Pv 
and asyrnmetric q-PvI, goes beyond the discrete hypergeometric equation, their continuous limit 
is just the Gauss hypergeometric equation itself. Let us show this in the case of (2.19). We first 
translate z ~ z - 1/2 and then introduce a gauge v --+ cOv where 05~ = ?2n-]z~,(z.~ - 1). Next we 
introduce tile continuous limit by letting the step of z, namely 6, to go to 0. We put a = &*, 
b = aft, p = 1 /2+5a,  s = 1 /2 -&r  ,,,- = -1 /2+5p,  t - -  -1 /2 -5p ,  and introduce the new 
dependent variable w through ~, - wzt ' -~(z  1) ~-" .  At the limit a ~ o, the linearisability 
condition becomes ~t +/~ = O + ~r + 1/2, i.e., exactly what one would haw; expected for PvI,  which 
is the continuous limit of systern (2.16) in the same sector, while the linear equation is 
41 ~) . / '  +2( ; J -~ . - (9 -o+~)O~, , ' -4ogw=o,  (2 .20)  
i.e., precisely the Gauss hypergeometric equation. 
The  D q, Asymmetr i c  q-P Iu 
This equation is obtained from the asymmetric q-Pv through Q,~ = 1/(q,~e) (wlfictr means that 
A = l/A), X,~ = :c~/(p,~e), Y,, = yn/(q,~e), P p/e,  R = re, S = 1/(pe), and T = e/r. At the 
limit e -~ 0, we find 
(>  - I,~l,~)(y,~ - q, , . /p)  (2 .21a)  :~"~+1"~"~ (>,,  - a ) (>~ - 1 /a )  ' 
(:~,, - ,v , ,~) (* , ,  - , , , / , )  (2 .21b)  
Y,~Yh~-t = (:c,, - b)(:&, - 1/b) ' 
where a, b, p, r are four constants. This is practically the same form as the one obtained by J imbo 
and Sakai [15] who have first studied this equation and its linearisation [16]. The linearisability 
constraint reads 
abl~ = pr, (2.22) 
and tile homographic system 
>~ - Pq"  (2 .2aa)  
z .~+l  - b(y,~ a) '  
:c,~ rp , ,  (2.23b) 
Y'~ a(.r,~ b) 
leads, with 0c = u/v ,  to tile linear equation 
v,~+2 + (q,~(ap + b~l~) - ~%2 _ 1).v,~+l + ~b(,pq,,, - a)(~'p,~ - b)'v,~ = O. (2 .24)  
The latter was identified by J imbo and Sakai [15] as tile equation fbr tile q-hypergeoinetric 201 
function. 
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The D~, D iscrete  Pv  
This equation can be obtained as two different coalescence limits, from the asymmetr ic  5 -Pw 
and q-PllI [17]. However, there exists another relation, as implied by the upper index c: the 
equation below is also a contiguity relation of the solutions of the continuous Painlev6 VI [18] 
(:,j,,, - - 
:c ,~+lx,~ = y~ _ a2 , (2.25a) 
<,~ - r <,,, + r 
Yr' + Y '~-*  - 1 - bx,~, + 1 - xn /~ '  (2.25b) 
where a, b, p, and 'r are four constants. The linearisability constraint can be obtained from either 
of the limits (and also fl'om the relation to PvI)  
5 
a+p+r+~ =0.  (2.26) 
The discrete Riccati 
by , .  - z .  + p (2.27a) 32n+ 1 : 
Yn - -  a. 
z,~ + p + abx,~ 
Y'~ = 1 - b:r,~ (2.27b) 
leads to the linear equation 
v,~+2 + (zn (b 2 + 1) + (b e - 1) (a - p) + 6) 'un+ 1 -F b2(zn  - -  a - -  p) 'u  n = O. (2.28) 
Equat ion (2.28) can be further transformed through the gauge transformation vr~ = &Eu,'~, where 
~'r,+l - - (Z 'n  @ a @ P)¢n ,  
(z,,+] + a + p)w,,+2 - (z,, (b 2 + 1) + (t) 2 - 1) (a - p) + 5)'Wn+ 1d- b2(zn - -  a - -  p ) tu  n : O. (2.29) 
It can be easily shown that  (2.29) is satisfied by the Gauss i~ypergeometric function w, ,  = F((z . ,~ + 
v + a) /a ,  1 + 2(a + p) /a ;  1 - Equation (2.29) is just a contiguity relation [19] of the 
latter. 
The A~, Discrete  q-Pv 
This equation can be obtained as the coalescence limit of tile asymmetr ic  q-Pro. 
X = xe ,  Y - ye ,  Q = qe,  A = ae,  B = a /e ,  and we obtain at the limit e --~ 0 tile system 
(Yn -- I)qn)(Yr~ -- qn /P )  
x~+lx , ,  = 1 - y~/a  ' 
(x,, - - pr l,-) 
YnYn-1  = 
1 a:L" n 
where a, p, r are three constants. The linearisal)itity constraint reads 
The homographic system is now 
p l "  : #Ct 2. 
and the linear equation 
32. n I'pr~ 
Yn (t 2 
x.,~+l --  a (yn  - a ) '  
Vn_F2 @ (aFq,~ -- a 4 -- I) fn+l  Jr- a3(O, -- Pqn)vn = O. 
This equation is the q-analogue of the confluent llypel'geometric equation. 
We put 
(2.30a) 
(2.3Ob) 
(12.31) 
(2.32a) 
(2.32b) 
(2.33) 
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The A~, Asymmetr i c  &Pu  
This discrete equation is obtained as the contiguity relation of the continuous Pv,  
2 y~ z~_ -_p 
Xnd-1 -~" Xn  = y2  __ 1 ' 
2Xn(n  - r 
Yn 4- Yn -1  = x2n-1  ' 
(2.34a) 
(2.34b) 
where p and r are two constants. The linearisability constraint 
5 
p + ~ + ~ = o, (2.35) 
and the homographic system 
zn  - p 
X~+x - - -  + 1, (2.36a) 
y,~ - 1 
(n - r  
y~ - 1 (2.36b) 
x~+l  
leads to the linear equation 
Vn+2 4- (2¢n+1 -- 4)Vn+l 4- (Zn 2 -- p2) Vn = O. (2.37) 
The latter is just a contiguity relation of the Whittaker function [19] W~,, (with respect to its 
first parameter) as expected given the relation of (2.34) to the continuous Pv. As a matter 
of fact, equation (2,37) is satisfied by Vn = Wc, , /5 ,p /5 (4 /5 ) ,  i.e., the evolution in n corresponds 
incrementing the first index by integers. 
This is not the only equation in this space. We can also find, in a different direction, a 
discrete PIv [17] 
yn  + z~ (2.38@ Xn+lXn y2  _ a 2 ' 
1 + (,~ + r (2.38b) 
Yrz 4- Yn -1  = Xn  22 n -- 1 ' 
where a and r are two constants. The linearisability constraint in this case is 
5 
a = r + - .  (2.39) 
2 
The discrete Riccati reads 
Xn+l  - -  _ _  
Yn - a 
1 
y,~ - -  a, (2.405) 
Xn 
and its linearisation leads to 
Vn+2 -~- (Zn -- a 4- 1)vnd-1 4- (Zn 4- a )vn  = O. (2.41) 
The latter is again a contiguity relation of the Whittaker W~,, function, but in this case the 
function satisfying (2.41) is v~ = W(<,+1+3a) / (2~) , ( ( , _a ) / (2~ ) (1/5). Here the evolution corresponds 
to incrementing both indices by the same half-integer. 
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The (A2+A1)  q, Asymmetr ic  q-PII 
This equation, which is in fact a q-discrete form of PHI, is obtained from the coalescence limit 
of the q-Pv (2.30). We take A = v~, X = Ax/p ,  Y = A /y ,  Q = Are~q,  P = pc, R = ape, and 
find at the limit e --~ 0 the system [20] 
q2n - aqnyn 
Xn+lXn Y,~(Yn - 1)'  (2.42a) 
p'2 n - bpnx,~ 
YnYn-1  - -  , (2.42b) 
x ,~(xn  - 1) 
where a and b are two constants. The linearisability constraint reads 
b = (2.43) 
and the homographic system is 
Its linearisation gives 
yn - q , , /a  
z~+l  - , (2 .44a)  
Yn -- 1 
aqn 
. (2.44b) 
Xr~ 
Vn+2 - Pn+1(b  + ~ ) vn+14-  qn(qn - a)Vn = 0, 
which is the q-analogue of the Bessel equation, first obtained in [21]. 
(2.45) 
The (2A1) c, A l te rnate  a-PII 
Here, the notation (2A1) c denotes a self-duM combination of two A~s. The upper index c 
indicates a relation to some continuous Painlev6 equation, in this case, Painlev6 III. The alter- 
nate 5-PII [22] writes 
Cn 1 
+ - xn  + - -  + zn + a, (2.46) 
1 Jr- Xn+lX  n 1 4- Xn_ lX  n X n 
where a is a constant. With the linearisability constraint a 4- a/2 = 0, one finds 
1 
- - - .  (2.47) Xn+l  = ~n+l  Xn 
Its linearisation gives 
Vn+ 2 - -  ~n+lVn+l  -{- V n = O, (2.48) 
which is a discrete Airy equation, contiguity relation of Bessel functions [19]. Equation (2.48) 
is indeed satisfied by vn = Hg,,/(2a)(a), where H is any combination of the J and the Y Bessel 
functions. 
The  A~, Asymmetr ic  5-Pi 
The discrete quation below is obtained as the contiguity relation of the continuous Painlev6 IV 
(see [23]): 
Z n - -  a 
Xn+l  + Xn = -yn  + b + - - ,  
Yn 
~,~ + a 
Yn 4- Yn-1  = - -an 4- b + - - ,  
Xn 
(2.49a) 
(2.49b) 
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where a,b are two constants, but b can always be scaled to unity unless it is zero. The l inearis- 
abi l i ty constraint  2a + d/2 = 0 and the homographic system is just  
~n -- a z~+: - - - ,  (2.50a) 
YTi 
y~ = -x , ,  + b, (2.50b) 
which l inearises to 
'c',~+2 - bv~+: + (z~ + ~)  v~ O, (2.51) 
which is again a discrete Airy equation, and is a contiguity relation of parabol ic  cyl inder func- 
t ion [19]. Equat ion (2.51) is indeed satisfied by 'v~ = U(1/4 - z,~/5, b,J~). 
The (AI-t-A1) q, q-PH 
Here, the notat ion (A1 ~-A1) q denotes a non-self-dual combinat ion of two Aqs, 
2, ,  
(,Tr?+121: n --  1)£Xn_ I ,T  n -- 1)  - -  aq,,xr~ (2 .52)  
Xn -- qn 
This equat ion was identified in [7] as a q-discrete fort:: of PH. Wi th  the l inearisabi l i ty constraint  
o = A, one finds 
1 
x~+: = q~+: + - - ,  (2.53) 
Xn 
which linearises to 
Un+2 --  qn+lYn+l  - -  Vn = 0,  (2.54) 
which is a q-discrete Airy equation. 
This completes the explorat ion of the degeneration cascade of the discrete equations :'elated to 
the anne  Weyl group as far as their special solutions are concerned. 
3. CONCLUSION 
It: this work, we have presented the special solutions of discrete Painlevd equations. Our choice 
of equations to study was dictated by our recent results on the classif ication of discrete Painlev6 
equations based on alYine Weyl groups. The cascade we have presented oes not exhaust all the 
discrete Painlev6 systems. As a matter  of fact, the complete list of discrete Painlevd equations is 
not yet available. However, the use of the geometrical  descript ion does present a solid frame in 
which we can fit all discrete Painlev6 equations, those already known and the ones to be derived. 
The solutions we h~tve examined in detai l  here are the ones which can be obtained through 
the reduct ion of the discrete Painlev~ equation to a discrete Riccati. The latter  can be l inearised 
through a Cole-Hopf transformation,  and the discrete l inear equation result ing is a member  of 
the hypergeometr ic  family. The solutions we have obtained here are the fundamental  ones in the 
sense that  they can be used in order to construct more compl icated solutions. As we have seen, 
the l inearisabi l i ty constraint  assmnes the form f (a ,  b , . . .  ) - p or f (a ,  b . . . .  ) = 5/2 for q- and 
&equations,  respectively. It turns out that  whenever, for integer k, a condit ion f (a ,  b, . . .  ) - p t. 
(or kd/2) ,  with perhaps some restrict ions as to the par i ty  of k, holds true, higher ' l inearisable'  
solutions do exist. In this case, the solution of the discrete Painlev6 equation can be expressed 
as a rat io of Casorat i  determinants,  perhaps up to a gauge t ransformat ion [24]. (To be more 
precise,  the T-function associated to the solution assumes the form of a Casorat i  determinant . )  
Moreover, the elements of the Casorat i  are exact ly the discrete special functions obta ined in the 
f lmdamental  case, i.e., the ones presented in this paper.  Thus, the construct ion of these solutions 
is stra ightforward (although the rigorous proof that  they do indeed const i tute solutions can be 
highly nontrivial).  
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The solutions in terms of special flmctions do not exhaust all the special solutions of the discrete 
Painlev6 equations. Another large class of such solutions does exist: rational ones [25]. The 
construction of the simplest members of the hierarchy is elementary, but that of the higher ones 
can be more complicated than that of the linearisable solutions. Again, Casorati determinants 
appear in this case but the difficulty ties in the characterisation of their elements, a nontrivial 
task. 
Finally, there exists a third class of special solutions which has been largely ignored, even 
in the case of continuous Painlev6 equations. These solutions involve functions which can be 
expressed through quadratm'es [261. In the continuous case, the functions in question are the 
hyperbolic tangent, the error flmction, the incomplete gamma, and the incomplete beta fnnction. 
Their discrete analogues are currently under investigation and will be the object of some future 
work [27]. 
The main point of this study, enhanced by the considerations of this conclusion, is that the 
Painlev6 equations have particularly rich classes of special solutions which allows one to un- 
derstand qualitatively and develop intuitions as to the behaviour of the transcendental entities 
defined by their general sohltions. This is equally true for the continuous and for the discrete 
equations. The present study contril)utes not only to the exploration of the latter, but also of 
the deep interrelations 1)etween the two families. 
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